
SUN TUNNEL SPECIFICATIONS

DOME
U.V. stabilized grade A acrylic. Low profile dome design
parallels slope of roof for attractive appearance.

DUAL DIFFUSER
Dual prismatic diffuser provides even light distribution,
preventing hot spots.

ROOF FLASHING
One-piece design fits shingle or shake roofs. Corrosion
resistant 24 gauge Colorbond Steel.
Available in pre-bent form, as a
special order, with flexible strip for
tile roofs.

CEILING FRAME
Flush mount ABS ring with matching caps to hide
fasteners.

GASKET
White rubber gasket seals diffuser at the ceiling which
minimizes heat loss and condensation in the tunnel.

GUARANTEE
A seven year guarantee against
manufacturer’s defect, rust corrosion, and
deterioration.

Impact models available for hurricane prone
areas.
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BRINGING LIGHT TO LIFE™

The optional light kit adds
a whole new dimension
to your Sun Tunnel. It
comes pre-assembled and
is ready for wiring into a
standard junction box.

TURN YOUR SUN TUNNEL INTO A LIGHT
SOURCE AT NIGHT

FLASHING FOR TILE ROOF INSTALLATION
AVAILABLE (SPECIAL ORDER ITEM)

Flexible tunnel simplifies installation around attic 
obstructions. Mirror finish stainless steel rings are incor-
porated in the inside of the top frame and the lower
end of the tunnel to reflect light from all angles.

FLEXIBLE SIZES
• 14” diameter for 16” center framing

• 22” diameter for 24” center framing

• Additional tunnel sold separately
(Max. recommended length is 10’ for 014 and 12’ for 022)

Adjustable rigid tunnel with a highly reflective, durably
bonded coating offers easy alignment.

RIGID SIZES
• 14” diameter for 16” center framing

• Additional tunnel sold separately
(Max. recommended length is 18’ for 014)

FLEXIBLE Models TSF and TTF

RIGID Models TSR and TTR

Flexible Sun Tunnel Rigid Sun Tunnel
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The Sun Tunnel is the perfect solution for hallways,
bathrooms, kitchens, walk-in closets – anywhere that
would benefit from natural light, but does not require
a view to the world. Areas that lack windows can
now be your brightest rooms decorated with beautiful
natural light. Save on energy bills, and give your
home a healthy, more inviting feeling throughout the
day.

For more information, see www.VELUXUSA.com

The VELUX Sun Tunnel is fast becoming a leader in the
natural lighting industry, because it can deliver more
light with far more efficiency, not to mention at a much
lower cost.

Whether you do it yourself or have it done by 
a professional contractor, the Sun Tunnel’s leak-proof
design along with its color bond coated steel flashing
fits any style shingle or shake roof. Flashing available
for tile roofs (special order item).

A complete roof-to-ceiling daylighting system, 
the Sun Tunnel is the easiest, most affordable way to add

style, beauty and value to your home.

Installation is quick, easy and can be completed in 
just two hours with only basic carpentry skills required.

This means minimal time in the attic.

Open your home to the beauty of 
natural light. The Sun Tunnel is
the easiest, most affordable way
to add style, beauty and value to
your home.

IN TWO HOURS, THE WHOLE ROOM IS 
REDECORATED WITH NATURAL LIGHT

After Sun Tunnel

Open your home to the 
beauty of natural light.

Before Sun Tunnel


